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Embark on an adventure of dark fantasy, steeped in fear, myth, and superstition. Hunt or be hunted by creatures of antiquity and legend. Search dangerous locales to find clues to the source of evil sinking its claws into the heart of the land, devastating its people and settlements. Free the denizens from the scourge of witchcraft and vampirism. Oppose the spreading darkness as it overtakes the land by playing one of six unique characters, whose skill and knowledge grow as they face challenge after challenge. Harness the power of artifacts long forgotten and find rituals from the pages of the dreaded Necronomicon.

Can you survive, or will you play on as a ghost? Worse still... will you be doomed to transform into one of the creatures that hunt by night?

GAME OVERVIEW

Folklore: The Affliction is an adventure board game where your characters play through a series of stories in their quest to save the land from evil. Every story is steeped in tales and lore from ages past. As your characters complete stories, they will become more powerful and gain enough strength to rid the land of its Afflictions.

Stories are broken into multiple chapters to provide convenient stopping points, allowing players to have control of how long their game sessions last. Most chapters will take approximately 45-60 minutes to complete.

USING THIS RULEBOOK

Folklore: The Affliction is a story-based game. As such, players should look to the Story Journal as their guide, and refer to it for instruction throughout their play session. We recommend that when learning the game for the first time, players read this rulebook up to Ready to Play, then stop and open the Story Journal. Players are encouraged to wait and read further sections until they become relevant in the story, or are directed to read by the Story Journal.
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**Components**

Each game of Folklore the Affliction should contain the following components. Additional details on these components can be found later in this rulebook.

**A. Book/Booklets**
1. Character Booklets (6)
2. Rulebook (1)
3. Story Journal (1)

**B. Cards (44x68mm)**
1. Abilities (64)
2. Artifacts (9)
3. Companions (Animal) (8)
4. Companions (Militia) (9)
5. Items (96)
6. Prayers (10)
7. Rituals (10)
8. Tarot (8)

**C. Cards (2.5x2.5in)**
1. Foe Vita Trackers (8)
2. Vita/Power Point Trackers (10)

**D. Cards (3.5x2.5in)**
1. Off Road Events (24)
2. Road Events (48)

**E. Cards (6x4in)**
1. Afflictions (9)
2. Character/Ghosts (6)
3. Creature/Skirmish (28)
4. Reference (8)

**F. Dice (12)**
1. Black d4 (2)
2. Black d6 (2)
3. Black d10 (2)
4. Red d10 (2)
5. White d10 (2)
6. Black d00 (2)

**G. Maps**
1. Map Tiles (10x10in) (10)
2. World Map (1)

**H. Miniatures (35)**
1. Characters (6)
2. Dark Oak (2)
3. Decaying Dead (4)
4. Gargoyles (2)

**I. Other (not shown)**
1. Plastic Stands (6)
2. Cubes (5)

**J. Tokens (circle)**
1. Arcanist Aura (1)
2. Affliction (9)
3. Attack/Defend (5)
4. Boones (10)
5. Compass (5)
6. Corrosion (8)
7. Consumables (34)
8. Creature (4)
9. Infection (12)
10. Flame (16)
11. Lever (4)
12. Skirmish Trackers (8)
13. Snare (4)
14. Spawn (4)
15. Target (10)
16. Wanted (5)

**K. Tokens (other)**
1. Archway (1)
2. Darkness (1)
3. Double Door (4)
4. Leader (1)
5. Log (1)
6. Portcullis (2)
7. Rubble (4)
8. Sarcophagus (1)
9. Search (6)
10. Stickman (1)
11. Story Markers (Colored) (4)
GAME SETUP

The following is a simple quick setup checklist.

1. **Number of Characters:** Determine the number of characters being played, from two to five. If you are playing a single-player game, you are required to play with a minimum of two characters.

2. **Place the World Map:** Place the map in the middle of your play area.

3. **Prepare Card Decks:**
   - Separate the cards of the game and arrange all decks according to type.
   - Shuffle all decks, except Ability, and arrange Creature and Affliction decks in alphabetical order.
   - Be sure to leave space next to each deck for that deck’s discard pile.

4. **Choose Your Character:** Each player selects a Character Card, associated Booklet and miniature. Choose your character focus and note it on the Character Record Sheet. If you already have a character and want to continue with them, skip ahead to section 6.

5. **Equip A New Character:** Take the starting Abilities, Items and other starting equipment for your character as shown in the Character booklet. If a Prayer or Rituals card is shown, randomly draw from the respective deck.
   - Example: the Arcanist should take Ability cards (Runic Dice, Seek the Charaka), Equipment (Stiletto, 1x Bandages), and lastly randomly draw 1 Ritual card from the Ritual deck.

6. **Choose Your Story:** Choose the story you wish to play. New players should start with Everything Changes.
   - Start a new Session Record Sheet. Record the players, their characters, and your starting story.

7. **Place The Group Marker:** Place the Group Marker on the World Map at the Church of the Crossroads if you are starting the first Story. If you are continuing from a previous play session, the party must travel to the starting location specified in the Story Journal.

8. **Character Number:** Folklore is a cooperative game, so we recommend you choose who will be Character 1 (and the starting Leader) by any means you choose fit as a group. Mark the character number on their Character Record Sheet, see “Character Record Sheet” on page 35. Number all remaining characters 2 through 5, clockwise. Character 1 starts as the Leader and takes the Leader token.
ADDING NEW CHARACTERS/SKIPPING AHEAD

Use these guidelines if you wish to add a new character to an existing campaign (example adding a fourth character to a group of three), or you wish to start fresh with new characters, but do not want to play from the beginning. This guide will provide characters with quick stats and starting equipment. Additional items are dealt at random.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STORY DIFFICULTY</th>
<th>ITEMS</th>
<th>LORE</th>
<th>COINS</th>
<th>ABILITY POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dusk</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1d4 x 10</td>
<td>4, or Starting Abilities +1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilight</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2d4 x 10</td>
<td>6, or Starting Abilities +3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midnight</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>3d4 x 10</td>
<td>11, or Starting Abilities +8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nightmare</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>3d4 x 10</td>
<td>15, or Starting Abilities +12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROLES IN THE GAME

There are three major roles within the game:

**Leader**: The Leader is a character-specific role, rather than a player role. A character is the Leader when they have the Leader token in their possession. The Leader acts first during a round, is responsible for movement on the World Map and has the final say in any and all group decisions.

**Controller**: The Controller is always the player that is to the right of the current Leader. The Controller is responsible for placing and controlling enemies during combat encounters, and rolling for enemies during skirmishes. Optionally, you can choose one player to be the Controller for the duration of the game session.

**Narrator**: The Narrator can be any player. Their job is to read through the story being played. This should be done out loud so that the other players may hear how events unfold. Pick the Narrator at the start of a story.

ROLLING DICE

Dice are used to attack your foes, perform skill checks, resist negative statuses, cast Rituals and more. Dice are denoted as d[x], where [x] specifies the number of sides. When you see a notation such as “1d4” or “d4”, it means roll one four-sided die, while “2d6” means roll two six-sided dice. A notation such as “d6:5+” means roll one six-sided die and the listed effect occurs if you score a 5 or more.

There are two types of d10 dice, a single-digit and a double-digit (called a d00). Together, they are called percentile dice as they produce results from 1-100.

ROUNDING THE NUMBERS

When you have math to perform, always ROUND DOWN!

CHOOSING CHARACTERS

There are six unique character archetypes to choose from. Playing more than one of the same archetype during a campaign is not allowed.

**The Arcanist**: A dabbler in the arcane and a seeker of secrets. Her occult knowledge is peerless. She carries the Stiletto, and is immune to being TRANSFORMED.

**The Archeologist**: A scholar possessing knowledge of things ancient and mystical. His favored weapon is a whip which he uses to hinder his foes. He can never be IMMOBILIZED.

**The Avenging Madman**: A revenge driven farm-hand whose family was slaughtered by vampires. His rage has made him unstable but strong. He flings himself into combat with a Bale Hook. The Madman cannot be DERANGED and has outstanding nerve. As consequence, he is unable to use ranged weapons.

**The Exorcist**: A holy man sent to purge the land of evil. He holds the Aspergillum, a weapon that can be filled with holy waters. He is immune to BLOODLUST, and can revitalize his allies through prayer.

**The Telepath**: A talented mentalist who can access unique and powerful psychic abilities. She carries a quartz lantern that can focus the power of her mind to cause her enemies harm.

**The Witch Hunter**: A fanatical bounty hunter sworn to undo all paganism. He is a tracker and a marksman with the crossbow. He is immune to being SPOOKED.
The Character card shows all of the starting information for playing as that particular character.

**ATTRIBUTES**

- **Vita**: The life force of a character. If a character’s Vita reaches zero, they die and become a ghost. See “On Death and Dying” on page 32.
- **Defense**: The ability to evade foes during combat. This is the number which is required for an opposing attack roll to hit a character or foe. If the attack roll with modifiers is equal to or greater than the Defense, the attack is successful.
- **Might**: A character’s skill in combat. Add this number to attack rolls.
- **DMG Bonus**: This is the extra damage that a character inflicts on a successful hit with a weapon. If they have no weapon, they may still attack and cause the DMG bonus amount. See “Encounters” on page 23 for details.
- **Power Points**: This represents the number of Power Points a character has. They can be spent to use Abilities.
- **Stride**: This number represents the number of spaces a character can move on the World Map. A character’s Stride can never exceed 7.

**SKILLS**

Skill checks are made during various events and challenges. They even play a part in certain combat situations. Each character has the following skills whether they have a bonus in the skill or not:

- **Archeology**: Knowledge and skill pertaining to things ancient and cultural.
- **Awareness**: How in-tuned your character is to their surroundings.
- **Ecology**: The character’s knowledge of the world, environments, plants and animals.
- **Faith**: The character’s spiritual strength, knowledge and willpower.
- **Nerve**: Bravery and overall ability to act in the face of terror.
- **Occult**: Knowledge and skill concerning subjects arcane and occult.
- **Speech**: The character’s skill in linguistics, languages and negotiations.
- **Trickery**: The characters ability to perform actions that go unnoticed by others and to manipulate objects with dexerous movement.

**VITA AND POWER POINTS**

Each character starts with a set number of Vita and Power Points. Set up the cards to point to the correct number. Characters may be told to either recover or gain Vita and Power Points. If told to recover, you earn back up to your maximum value. If told to gain, you may exceed your maximum value and the excess act as temporary points.

When a character’s Max Vita or Power Points change, the current value does not change.

For example, if your character is at their Max Vita of 21, and are told you can recover 4 Vita, their Vita stays at 21. However, if you are told to gain 4 Vita, their Vita increases to 25. These extra 4 points are temporary and once lost cannot be recovered as the character’s Max Vita did not increase.

**CHARACTER BOOKLETS**

Each character has a booklet providing capabilities unique to their archetype.

**AVENGING MADMAN**

The Avenging Madman has a soul driven mad by loss. At the end of a hard day’s labor, he fell asleep in the barn amongst bails of hay. When next he awoke, the sun shining brightly overhead, the sight the greeted him will forever torment his memories. His entire family massacred night by something clearly inhuman. But the body of his wife was not among the victims. Driven to the brink of insanity, he took his bail hook and followed the tracks to the barn which is afflicted by things pulled straight from his nightmares. Rage is his purpose and revenge is his weapon.

**CHOOSE A CHARACTER FOCUS**

- **Avenger**
  - Your newfound purpose is to avenge those that have perished at the hands of evil. Once per story, choose an option. You may not change it until the next story:
    - The Avenger gives all other characters fighting the same type, they lose 1 Vita.
    - At the start of an encounter, place a Tracking token on a target. As long as you do not change targets, you inflict 1 Damage against it.

- **Savage**
  - Your rage becomes your most reliable weapon. Once per chapter, roll for a creature type to focus your hatred upon:
    - When hit by a creature of this type, they lose 1 Vita.
    - You may add half the value of your current Power Points to your Might, rounded down.
focus you choose. You must immediately choose a capability. Note the choice of the Lore reward when you reach a tier.

It is possible to lose Lore or sacrifice it to cure supernatural ailments, like lycanthropy. If your total Lore decreases beyond a previous lore tier, you lose the associated benefits until you regain enough to reach that tier again. Ability Points are not lost if this occurs.

For example, let’s say the Avenging Madman had 1250 Lore and chose the +4 Max Vita. If he lost 30 Lore, bringing him to 1220 Lore, he would lose his +4 Max Vita until he reached 1250 Lore once more. He cannot change to CHOICE TWO as his initial choice is permanent.

ABILITY CARDS

Each character begins the game with two Abilities. There are a wide range of Abilities in the game, so we recommend keeping this deck in alphabetical order or by keyword for easy searching. You will have the option to learn new Abilities as you gain Ability Points.

Figure #06
1. Ability Card Back.
2. Name: Ability name.
3. Keywords: Each card has one or more keywords. Your character must have at least one matching keyword in order to be able to learn or use the Ability card. If no keyword is listed, any character may learn it.
4. Starting Character: This is provided so you can easily find Ability cards at the start of the game for your respective character. Leave the unused cards in the deck as they may be purchased by other characters.
5. Ability Effects: The mechanics explaining how the Ability is used.
6. Use At Any Time: If an hourglass is shown on the card it can be used anytime, even during someone else’s turn, in or out of combat.
7. Melee or Ranged: Specifies if the attack is melee (swords) or ranged (double arrows).
8. Combat Use Limit: If specified, the number of times the ability can be used in combat. See “Ability Uses” on page 8 for details.
9. Power Point Cost: The number of Power Points needed to activate the Ability (for active Abilities), in addition, the Ability point cost needed to learn it.
10. Passive or Active: Passive Abilities do not require you to pay Power Points to activate the card, whereas active Abilities do.
11. Card ID Number.

Figure #05
7. Lore: When you reach the total number of Lore shown on the left, that tier is unlocked.
8. Ability Points (AP): This is the awarded number of Ability Points you receive for reaching the tier. See “Ability Cards” on page 8 for details on how to spend Ability Points to gain new abilities.
9. Choice One and Two: You will have to choose which Lore reward you receive when you reach the appropriate tier. Some choices are dictated by which character

LORE TREE

There are several ways to make characters unique and more powerful as they progress through stories. Each character should note their growth and choices in their respective Character Record Sheet.

Figure #04
1. Name: A character’s archetype. Players should come up with their own personal names for their characters.
2. Character Background.
3. Character Focus: Players must choose one of two focuses for their character when they first start out. These paths reflect the different personalities and professions that the characters may possess.
5. Starting Abilities and Equipment: This is provided for quick play and ease of setup. It's recommended you find the matching cards from the appropriate decks, as most cards are one of a kind.
6. Location Extras: There are unique things only certain characters can buy and interact with in town. The booklet tells you what options are available. Items purchased with these options cannot be traded to or used by other characters. See “Character Journal Items” on page 10 for details.
ABILITY TYPES

There are two types of Abilities:

- **Passive**: These Abilities are represented by a GREY Power Point icon. They do not require Power Points to activate during play. The Ability Cost only determines how many Ability Points are needed to learn them.
- **Active**: These Abilities are represented by a BLUE Power Point icon. Every time you use an active Ability, you must spend Power Points in the amount of the Ability Cost.

ABILITY USES

Abilities may only be used during the character’s turn, unless they have the Use At Any Time icon. Follow the rules described on each Ability card. Abilities are active for one round unless otherwise indicated. You may NOT add your DMG Bonus to Abilities!

Some Abilities can be used as often as you like as long as the character has the necessary Power Points, where others may be used only once per round or combat.

- **Unlimited uses**: As long as you have the Power Points available you may continue to use this Ability.
- **Once per Round**: When an effect lasts “one round” it means until the start of a character/foe’s next turn.
- **Once per Fight**: This can only be used once per combat.

Characters are allowed to learn/use Abilities when there is a shared keyword which matches what is listed on their character card. If an Ability does not have a keyword, any character may learn it. There is only one of each Ability card in the game, so players must arbitrate amongst themselves if multiple characters want to learn a specific Ability.

Abilities may be learned at the Church of the Crossroads library. Learning an Ability requires a character to spend Ability Points for each Power Point listed on the card.

For example, the Chomper Ability shown above has a Power Point Cost of 2, so it requires 2 Ability Points to purchase.

ITEM CARDS

Items may be found throughout the world of Folklore. They play a vital role in surviving the battle against evil. Without them, a character would not have weapons to fight with, or bandages to heal one’s wounds.

**Figure #08-10**
1. Item Card back.
2. Item Graphic.
3. Item Name.
4. Description: The effect of the Item.
5. Item Slot: Location the Item is equipped, either in hand or in a character’s equipment slot. 2-handed Items (2 HANDS) take up both hand slots.
6. Coin Value: The cost to purchase the Item while in town.
8. Card ID Number.
9. Damage: The damage die to roll when using the Item.

**Figure #09**

- **Zigura’s Crystal**
  - +2 Max Power Points
  - MYTHOS keyword required

- **Bale Hook**
  - +5 Might.

**Figure #08**

1. Item Card back.
2. Item Graphic.
3. Item Name.
4. Description: The effect of the Item.
5. Item Slot: Location the Item is equipped, either in hand or in a character’s equipment slot. 2-handed Items (2 HANDS) take up both hand slots.
6. Coin Value: The cost to purchase the Item while in town.
8. Card ID Number.
9. Damage: The damage die to roll when using the Item.

**Figure #09**

- **Aegaean Round**
  - +5 Defense. EXHAUST for the encounter to make a foe re-roll an attack against you.

- **Bale Hook**
  - +5 Might.

**Figure #08**

1. Item Card back.
2. Item Graphic.
3. Item Name.
4. Description: The effect of the Item.
5. Item Slot: Location the Item is equipped, either in hand or in a character’s equipment slot. 2-handed Items (2 HANDS) take up both hand slots.
6. Coin Value: The cost to purchase the Item while in town.
8. Card ID Number.
9. Damage: The damage die to roll when using the Item.

**Figure #09**

- **Aegaean Round**
  - +5 Defense. EXHAUST for the encounter to make a foe re-roll an attack against you.

- **Bale Hook**
  - +5 Might.
10 COINS
CONSUMABLE
IT#FC18

IT#FC84: Weapon - Hand Cannon (40 coins)
• Hand Cannon •
Foes adjacent to target are SPOOKED 5 on a successful hit.
+1 1
HAND
40
COINS
WEAPON IT#FC84

Figure #10

11. Consumable Uses: Number of times you can use the consumable.

12. Ammo: Number of times you can use the weapon per combat.

Some items must be equipped for them to function, such as weapon, armor or a helmet. Cards that must be equipped have the body location specified on the card. Equipped items should be placed to the right of the character card, and noted on the character record sheet.

Only 8 Items/Artifacts may be held at any one time unless you have an enhancement to allow increased capacity. Consumables (including consumable Item tokens) are not included in this limitation. If you are to go over capacity when receiving a card, you must immediately trade the card to another character or discard it.

Items can be traded amongst group members at any time except for during combat. During encounters, items can only be exchanged between adjacent characters at the end of their turn. Any number of items or coins may be traded. Characters cannot trade during a skirmish. Items may be sold at the Market in town for half the coin value listed on the card.

For weaponry, the hands location also specifies how many item slots are required.

For example, a weapon showing “2 HANDS” requires both Hand slots, but it only counts as one Item or Artifact.

ITEM CATEGORIES

Items and Artifacts are broken into four categories:

Consumable: Single use items that must be discarded after use. Some examples include Bandages, Health Tonics and Wood. Some consumables are reusable, with a number of uses listed on the card. Turn the card each time you use it. On the last use, discard the card back to the Item deck or if it notes how it can be refilled flip the card over to denote its been used up.

Enhancement: Items that can enhance the character’s statistics or powers.

Protective: Items that increase a character’s defenses, or allow them to avoid being struck in combat.

Weaponry: These are items that can be wielded to augment a character’s combat ability. All weapons are either melee (hand-held weapon, such as a sword) or ranged (such as a the Crossbow).

CHARACTER JOURNAL ITEMS

Character-specific Items are items that can be purchased/unlocked via a character’s journal when visiting various town services. See Town Services. These items have no respective cards, and should be recorded on the player’s Character Record Sheet. See “Character Record Sheet” on page 35.

MYSTIC KNOWLEDGE

Mystic Knowledge spans both light (Prayers) and dark (Rituals). Depending on the character you play, they may be more inclined to walk in the light, or walk the edge of darkness.

PRAYER & RITUAL CARDS

Prayers are age-old mantras that contain divine power. They hold true power within and can provide aid to those of the faith.

Rituals come from old manuscripts and arcane works. In some cases from the Necronomicon itself, an ancient book holding great power, its origins dark and obscure. Many of its pages were torn out and scattered around the world by some unknown entity.

For both Prayers and Rituals, each page contains a different rite which may be used then discarded. On a character’s turn, if they possess a Prayer, they make a FAITH check specified on the Prayer card to attempt to activate its power. If they possess a Ritual, they make an OCCULT check. If the check fails, the character is unsuccessful in activating the card, but the Prayer/Ritual is not lost. Once it is successfully performed, it is discarded. During combat, an attempt to use a Prayer or Ritual takes an Act, meaning they cannot attack and use their mystic knowledge during the same round.

Prayers may be purchased at the Church of the Crossroads world map location. Rituals are gained by via exploration and completing stories.
You have learned the basics... now it is time to open the Story Journal and begin your quest. The first story contains several tutorials that will walk you through each facet of gameplay. Refer to the latter portion of this book when prompted by the story, or whenever a certain aspect of play is in question. Use the table of contents, index and keywords sections for quick reference. Remember that Folklore: The Affliction is a story-based game, and, in the spirit of the Role Playing Game (RPG) genre, if ruling is ever unclear, it is up to the players to make the final decision. If conflict occurs, it is up to the current Leader to arbitrate.

**GENERAL GAME FLOW**

While proceeding through the Story Journal, gameplay in Folklore will take place over a series of rounds. A round consists of each character taking a single turn. Depending on what part of a story your group is on, the length and complexity of a turn will vary.

The Leader token denotes the current Leader and marks the passage of time with day and night sides. Each time the token is passed, it should be flipped to its opposite side. Turns will always proceed clockwise from the character with the Leader token.

While traveling on the World Map, the Leader token is flipped and passed after each turn, due to the amount of time it takes characters to travel long distances.

While exploring or in combat on an Adventure Map, the Leader token should only be passed when there is a map transition (between World Map and Adventure Map, or from one Adventure Map to the next).
USING THE STORY JOURNAL

The Story Journal guides the characters through various adventures. The first story contains tutorial information for using every facet of the Story Journal. We recommend players start their adventure and learn as they go, but this section is here to provide extended details on interacting with the story.

Every story has a difficulty level—Dusk (easiest), Twilight (hard) and Midnight (deadly)—that assume a character has completed a certain number of stories.

- **Dusk**: characters who have completed 0-1 stories
- **Twilight**: characters who have completed 2-3 stories
- **Midnight**: characters who have completed 4-5 stories

**Nightmare**: Some expansion stories will have a Nightmare difficulty level, which can be played by characters who have completed 6 or more stories. There are no Nightmare stories in the base game.

For example, if you play a story written at Twilight difficulty with starting characters, they may have trouble staying alive.

**STORY JOURNAL START**

Each Story will begin with something similar to below.

**EVERYTHING CHANGES**

- **Dusk**
- **Church of the Crossroads**
- **90 min**

**CHAPTER ONE**

**GAME SETUP**

1. Each player character receives any reward listed on the card and can search to find an Item by rolling a d10:10+.

**SKILL CHECK BOX**

Whenever you encounter a skill check, the character(s) specified will resolve it by rolling a d10 and adding any skill modifiers they have with the skill being tested. The outcome for both success and failure are provided. However, any time you roll a 1, it is an automatic failure.

**Figure #14**

1. Story Skill Check red die icon.
2. Skill being tested (# to beat) and who must attempt the skill check (all characters, the Leader, any one character, etc.).
3. Text to be read aloud to the table.
4. Success/Failure text depending on check outcome.

**CHOOSE YOUR PATH BOX**

You may be asked to make a choice which could change the direction of a story. When this occurs, you are usually asked to read a Story Moment, which are located in the back of the Story Journal.

**Figure #15**

1. Choose Your Path icon.
2. Text to be read aloud to the table.
3. Listing of choices to pick from.
4. Example of a referenced Story Moment and the page it can be found on.

**ATTENTION! BOX**

You may see a dialog box with the title ATTENTION! that provides important information concerning the story or map.

**Figure #16**

1. Attention! icon.
2. Important text that usually denotes a mechanic which can be easily missed if not paying attention.
You depart the town of Ostelink for the caves of Nurian’s Hollow. You do not need to have a specific reason to leave, but you may skip to the transition phase at any time, continuing the story.

During the character’s turn, each character completes their full range of actions. This includes moving, attacking, and using skills. At the end of each character’s turn, the next character in the order of play moves. This allows for multiple characters to act simultaneously. The order of play is determined by the character’s Place of Origin.

The room goes quiet as you enter and you sense that you are not welcome. The innkeeper, a large man with a stern expression, speaks, “I’m still strong enough to teach you groups of meddlers a lesson… with my bare hands!” His words are fierce, but you notice several of the patrons look uncertain.

Unable to contain yourself, you throw up what is left of your last meal and the bottle strikes you in the head. That hurt! Lose 2 Vita.

As you stick around, attempting to gather any information you can, a villager approaches you. “My name is banged up, but I saw some wolves come into town to buy much needed supplies. We ran here to avoid them, but they followed us. They are not like any wolves we’ve seen before. They are much larger and have glowing eyes.”

The curator thanks you for your assistance and says, “I am the curator. This town is unique, so if you are prompted to gain a Companion that is already in play, such as a SNARE, you may choose not to gain it. They can also travel to off-road areas of the map, which can be even more helpful. Characters travel to locations by traversing the World Map. They may also have Exit Zones where characters may transition to the next map. Each character receives 1 Coin from the curator. Draw 2 Item cards to find out what you discovered in the church’s cellar. It is up to you to decide which characters receive the items. If you cannot decide, use your dice to roll-off.

When a World Map dialog box appears, the group must travel to specific locations on the World Map in order for the story to progress. This does not mean that you have to go directly there if you have other business to take care of, such as stopping off at the Church of the Crossroads to learn a new Ability or to town to buy much needed supplies.

When a Use Town Services box appears, it tells players when characters can use services provided at the town, i.e. heal wounds, purchase gear, sell items, etc. See “Towns” on page 17.

At the beginning of each chapter, there is a skirmish table. There are times you will be asked to roll on this table, such as if you encounter a creature while resting. “Skirmishes” on page 18 for more details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIE ROLL (D10)</th>
<th>CREATURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Rabid Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>Highwayman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-0</td>
<td>Night Stalker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The curators thank you for driving the brigands away and explain that the church was not being burglarized, but has been targeted by an unknown person.

Place the Adventure Map shown on top of the World Map and set it up as instructed by the Story Journal. Place your miniatures in the Start Zone, and then read the Primary or Optional Goals. Goals explain what your objectives are while on the map.

**Figure #16**: Each character receives 1 Coin from the curator. Draw 2 Item cards to find out what you discovered in the church’s cellar. It is up to you to decide which characters receive the items. If you cannot decide, use your dice to roll-off.

**Figure #17**: Travel to the caves of Nurian’s Hollow.

**Figure #18**: Use Town Services. Only the Physician and Gypsy Caravan services are available in the town of Ostelink during this story.

**Figure #19**: 1. 10-sided die range breakdown. 2. Creature(s) the group must skirmish.

**Figure #20**: 1. Map name and ID number. 2. Image of map showing components and placement. 3. Example Start Zone where characters start on the map. 4. Search token example. 5. Rabid Wolf Creature starting locations. 6. Red Skill check die. 7. Stickman token (feet denote where he stands). The map shown here instructs players to place three Rabid Wolves, Stickman tokens, a Skill Check die and Search token on the map. Some maps also have Exit Zones where characters may transition to the next map. Skill check dice are map-based skill checks, detailed in the map’s Primary or Optional Goals. When you are on or adjacent to one of these, you pick up the dice from the map and roll it.
ADVENTURING & LEADERSHIP CHANGES

When you enter a map, characters begin Adventuring mode, and Leadership changes to the next character. The first thing to do is setup the map by placing the map shown. Then place all map features such as Search tokens, skill dice, and doors. Next place all foes on the map, if applicable. Finally, place all characters in the Start Zone.

Characters begin in the Start Zone, and eventually leave the map as instructed, in order to continue the story. They may also investigate any map features. These are typically optional and do not have to be investigated, but you risk missing out! Leadership does not change until the characters leave the map.

See “Adventuring” on page 22 for more details.

ENCOUNTER SETUP

Encounter combat requires you to battle with your enemy on the map using miniatures. To determine who acts first in an encounter, you must perform First Strike. Each group, characters and foes, rolls a d10. The Leader should roll for the characters and the Controller (player to the right of the Leader) should roll for the foes. Whomever has the highest result goes first. On a tie, characters win First Strike.

During the character’s turn, each character completes their full range of actions in any order, starting with the Leader: Move (up to their Stride), Act (attack, exhaust an Item, perform a Ritual/Prayer or Search), use Consumable Items (as many as they wish), use Abilities (as long as they have Power Points to do so) and Trade/Equip at the end of their turn. On the foe’s turn, the Controller moves each enemy if necessary, and attacks. See the Turn Reference card for specifics on Encounters.

See “Encounters” on page 23 for more details.

PRIMARY/OPTIONAL GOAL BOXES

These are indicators of what is needed to complete the current story, as well as optional tasks the characters may choose to fulfill as well.

Figure #21-22

1. Primary Goals icon (1 Star).
2. Goals that MUST be completed to continue the story.
3. Optional Goals icon (2 stars).
4. Optional goals that may or may not be completed during a story. Options vary greatly for optional goals. Skill checks can sometimes be involved with Primary or Optional Goals.

Figure #3

Optional Goals

- Investigate all search locations. Available only during combat. Perform a search...roll a d10.
  - 1-3, you lose 1d4 (SNARE) Damage.
  - 4-7, nothing happens.
  - 8-0, you find an Item.

- Investigate the scarecrow map feature. Only available during combat. This is a map based skill check. Pick up the red dice from the scarecrow.

Figure #23-24

1. Encounter icon that denotes encounter combat.
2. Encounter setup details. Denotes which Creature cards to setup, and any other details related to this encounter.
3. Affliction Encounter icon that denotes an Affliction fight. May or may not contain Creature setup details.
4. Affliction Encounter setup denoting which Affliction cards to set up.
When you finally find and face the Affliction of the story, you read the Story Closing section. This tells you the outcome and awards for successfully defeating, or being defeated, by the Affliction.

RESTING

Once per chapter, the Leader may decide to have the group rest. They may do this while traveling on the World Map or while adventuring (see “Ad venturing” on page 22 for details), however they may not rest during combat or between stories.

All characters immediately recover 4 Vita, 4 Power Points and 4 Ghost Points, up to their maximum amounts, and then the Leader rolls a d10. On a 1, 2 or 3, the group must skirmish by rolling on the chapter’s skirmish table.

Resting must be done at the start of a round, and no other actions may be taken. While adventuring, once a rest is completed and a skirmish resolved (if necessary), the round ends. While on the World Map, the group does not move during the round, but they must still draw the appropriate Road or Off-Road event card.

Story conditions will still take affect during a rest. For example, if the map is experiencing a cave-in and characters are told that they take damage during the round while on the map, they still receive injury during the round in which they rest.
TRAVERSING THE WORLD MAP

The World Map is a representation of a fictional European region known as Kremel, and is how characters travel from place to place in order to complete stories in the Story Journal. The beginning of each story will tell players where to place the Group Marker. This marker will always represent the group of characters while on the World Map.

WORLD MAP MOVEMENT

Traveling on the road is the safest choice, but because the map is broken into off-road areas, the group may choose to leave the road to take advantage of a shortcut, investigate a place of interest, or follow up on a rumor. Be warned... there are risks to those who choose to leave the beaten path.

When traveling on the Road, each round the group may move a number of spaces up to the current Leader’s Stride value. When traveling Off-Road, the group may move a single space per round, regardless of the Leader’s Stride.

- **Road movement only**: Move up to Leader’s Stride value. Bridges are considered a road space.
- **Road to Off-Road**: You may move onto an off-road area as long as the Leader has at least one Stride remaining, but movement ends immediately after entering an off-road area.
- **Off-Road to Off-Road**: Movement immediately ends when you enter the other off-road area. You may cross over a road to another off-road area.
- **Off-Road to Road**: If you wish to enter the road from an off-road area, it costs 1 Stride and you may continue your movement on the road.

At the end of movement, the Leader must draw an event card. If on the road, draw a Road Event card. If off-road, draw an Off-Road Event card. When the turn is over, the Leader token passes to the next clockwise character, and the process repeats.

DAY AND NIGHT CYCLE

At the beginning of a story, the timing cycle begins with characters in Day, and then alternate between Night and Day. This is kept track of with the Leader token, one side representing Day and the other Night. When somebody completes their turn as Leader, they pass the token to the next character and flip it to the other side.

ROAD EVENT CARDS

The land of Kremel is dangerous, especially at night. You never know what threat lurks ahead of you. The outcome could be beneficial or harmful depending on your luck.

*Figure #25*

1. **Road Card Back.**
2. **Day Side**: If Leader token is showing the Day-side, resolve this side of the card.
3. **Night Side**: If Leader token is showing the Night-side, resolve this side of the card.
4. **Card ID Number.**
5. **Keep This Card**: Stays in play for the remainder of the chapter.
6. **Full Moon Identifier.**

When movement ends on a road segment, the Leader must draw a Road Event card, which is split into Day and Night sections. Read the appropriate section of the event based on the current Day/Night time cycle.

Some night events have the image of a Moon. When this occurs, Lycanthropic characters must skirmish with the rest of the group. See “Lycanthropy” on page 21.

Events with the **KEEP IN PLAY** designation last until the end of the current chapter of the story. If drawn while playing between stories, it lasts until the next story starts.
OFF-ROAD EVENT CARDS

While the roads of Kremel are dangerous, going off the beaten path can be deadly. Off-Road Events are more heavily weighted toward hazardous than events on the road and are more difficult to resolve.

HOWLS IN THE NIGHT

Twilight descended and the moon was full in the sky. Those among us afflicted with the taint of lycanthropy felt something primal stirring within. We stopped as hungry wolves pierced the silence of night. It was not long before we heard growling from around, a growl that the wolves were closing in, sure to be upon us at any moment.

CHOICE ONE: Get moving and run for concealment.

CHOICE TWO: Stand your ground and prepare for an assault.

OR#FC01: Howls in the Night

Events on the road and are more difficult to resolve.

RESTING ON THE WORLD MAP

Once per chapter, the Leader may decide to have the group rest. This may be done while on the World Map. The Leader may not move during this round. All characters recover 4 Vit, 4 Power Points and 4 Ghost Points, up to their maximum amount. Then the Leader must then draw a Road or Off-Road event. You may not rest on town spaces or between stories.

TOWNS

There are a number of towns located on the World Map. Visit these locations to utilize services, buy and sell goods, and cure disease and death. The towns are Waylin Point, Ostelink, and Yorotrusk.

- **Yorotrusk**: The largest settlement within the land of Kremel. You may take advantage of three service locations per visit.
- **Waylin Point**: A medium-size settlement. You may take advantage of two service per visit.
- **Ostelink**: A small outpost/town in the far north, with minimal accommodations. You may take advantage of only one service per visit.

If a group wishes to enter a town, movement stops for that round. Characters may utilize any of the services that are listed on the Location Reference Card. When leaving a town, Leadership passes to the next character.

In most cases, while traveling on the World Map, you may enter a town and take advantage of the services a town has. However, when you enter a town through a story narrative, you may only do so when you are told. There may be occasion that you enter a town and you cannot.

For example, you are instructed to travel to Yorotrusk in a story. You begin at the Church of the Crossroads and travel the World Map. On the way, you pass Waylin Point. As long as the story does not indicate you cannot enter and use services, you may do so. Eventually you reach your story destination of Yorotrusk. You must immediately continue reading the story narrative and may not use any service until instructed to do so.

TOWN SERVICES REFERENCE CARD

When visiting a town on the World Map, unless specified otherwise by the story, each character may use from 1 to 3 services, depending on which town is being visited. A service locations is where you can purchase goods or services. The limit on visiting service locations is character-based, so characters may choose different service locations from each other. There is no limit on the number of transactions within a service location. Use the Town Services reference card to determine which services characters may want to use during this visit.
OTHER LOCATIONS

- **Church of the Crossroads (CoCR):** This is the starting location for the initial Folklore The Affliction story, Everything Changes. This is also where characters go to learn new Abilities and purchase Prayers.
- **The Alchemist's Tower:** The Alchemist is a sage, whose knowledge amalgamates science and supernatural. Visit his tower for services listed in the Story Journal and/or Location Reference Cards.
- **The Standing Stones:** The Standing Stones are a place of ancient power, where fate, time and space intermingle. No one knows what their exact purpose might have been. It is possible to remove a tarot card from a character at the Standing Stones by spending 100 coins per Tarot card removed.
- **Dark Spire and Chasm:** A large chasm must be crossed in order to pass into the wastes where the Dark Spire lies. This place is isolated and few have dared enter this wasteland. The structure stretches high into the air and is rumored to be full of dark secrets.
- **Bone Isle:** Bone Isle is the resting place of a multitude of dead. Long ago, townsfolk used this small isle as a tranquil cemetery for their loved ones. Now it is avoided at all costs due to the stories of the dead walking freely among the once beautiful tombs and headstones. It costs 5 Coins for the group to travel to Bone Isle via ferry.
- **Other Adventure Locations:** You are directed to locations such as Elkra Pines and Nurian's Hollow from within the Story Journal. This is where you usually encounter the various Afflictions that plague the land.

SKIRMISHES

Skirmishing is a quick battle with foes that does not use miniatures-based tactical combat. A skirmish can take place during any segment of an adventure, and could include character versus character combat, such as if somebody is LYCANTHRropic and attacks their friends.

SKIRMISH RESOLUTION

Breakdown of steps to resolve a skirmish.

1. **DETERMINE STRENGTH**
Determine the skirmish strength based on the number of characters by rolling the dice shown on the left of the card. This is done for each creature engaged in the skirmish. On some occasions, modifiers may be applied to the result. The skirmish counter may never start below 1.

2. **PLACE SKIRMISH COUNTER MARKER**
Place a marker on the skirmish counter representing the skirmish strength. Modifiers for the current strength level are listed above the counter. These modifiers apply to the creature, not characters.

3. **ATTACK OR DEFEND**
At the beginning of each round, all characters choose to ATTACK or DEFEND a specific creature by placing their Character Skirmish token next to their target with the appropriate side showing. You cannot change it once this is done.
   - **Attack:** You attack your target creature during your turn.
   - **Defend:** You may (but are not forced to) attack during your turn, but receive a +10 Defense and -10 Might until the start of your next turn. When ghost characters defend, they fade from sight and cannot attack or be targeted.

   If there are multiple skirmishing creatures (or afflicted characters, such as those that are LYCANTHRropic), characters must choose who they will attack.

4. **CREATURE'S TURN**
First, the Controller rolls the creature's attack dice (percentile) and applies any modifiers from the skirmish counter. This score is compared to each character's Defense. If it is equal to or greater, they are hit. If skirmishing with multiple creatures, they each get an attack against all characters.

   Those hit by the creatures would be affected by the skirmish power, plus any applicable modifiers. Each character makes their own rolls for damage and status effects.

5. **CHARACTER'S TURN**
All characters roll the attack dice (percentile) simultaneously and add any Might bonuses they have. If a character's attack roll is equal to or greater than their target's Defense score, they succeed in hitting. Keep track of the number of successful hits.

6. **REDUCE COUNTER**
Reduce the skirmish counter(s) by the number of successful attacks made by the characters. Each Devastating Strike reduces the counter by 2.

7. **REPEAT STEPS**
Repeat steps 3 through 6 until the skirmish counter is at zero or until all the characters are defeated.

8. **GET LOOT**
All characters receive the reward listed on the Skirmish card and can perform a search for each unique creature. On a d10:10+, they find an Item. Characters that were forced to skirmish with the group do not yield an award.

SKIRMISH CARD

**Figure #28**
1. Creature Name.
2. Creature Art.
3. Character Count.
4. Skirmish Power.
5. Creature Type: See “Affliction/Creature Types” on page 24.
8. Coins Award.
9. Skirmish Counter Token.
10. Skirmish Counter and Modifiers.
CHARACTER VS. CHARACTER SKIRMISHES

There are occasions when the group is forced to skirmish with one of their allies, such as when under the influence of lycanthropy. The process for this is very similar to regular skirmish combat, with the following exceptions:

- The character being forced to skirmish fills the role of a creature ("the Afflicted").
- The remaining characters must decide who will attack the Afflicted and who will defend simultaneously using their Character Skirmish token. There is no time to debate in the midst of a fight!
- By default, the Afflicted has a skirmish strength of 1 (there are no modifiers), unless instructed otherwise. Every successful hit against the Afflicted character causes 1 Damage as it is assumed that the group is attempting their attacks to be non-lethal.
- The Afflicted will use their primary equipped weapon when attacking the group (all characters are targeted). For Lycanthropic characters, they will not use weapons, but claws, which cause 1d4 damage plus any damage modifiers/DMG Bonus.
- Creatures will not attack you when you are Afflicted, nor vice versa.
- There is no reward for this type of skirmish!

There may be cases when multiple party members are Afflicted. In this case, normal characters can choose whom to attack during the skirmish round. Every Afflicted character has to attack everyone in the group, including those who are also Afflicted. When an Afflicted character’s counter reaches zero and there are still other Afflicted characters skirmishing, that character will join the group against the remaining Afflicted.

For example, you have a four character group. The Avenging Madman and the Arcanist are Lycanthropic. Somebody draws a night Road Event card that displays a Moon icon. The Madman and Arcanist must skirmish against the other two characters, the Telepath and Exorcist.

Just as in a normal skirmish, the Lycanthropic characters attack first, using their now razor sharp claws. The Madman misses, but the Arcanist successfully hits and causes 6 damage (rolled a 3 on a d4, but adds +1 Damage due to Lycanthropy and her +2 DMG bonus) to the Exorcist, Telepath and the Madman. The Madman’s skirmish counter drops to zero, so he can help attack the Arcanist with this allies. They all decide to attack and all successfully hit, which reduces the Arcanist’s skirmish counter (set to 1) well below zero and causes 3 damage (1 for each hit). The skirmish then ends.

If all characters are somehow Afflicted and are forced to skirmish, the same process occurs. It’s everyone for themselves!

DYING DURING A SKIRMISH

If a character dies during a skirmish, they can no longer participate, even in ghost form. Once the skirmish is over, see “On Death and Dying” on page 32.
STATUSES AND CONDITIONS

This section describes persistent bonuses and penalties that will affect characters throughout their quest.

STATUSES

Characters will be subjected to both positive and negative statuses. In most cases, negative statuses stay with a character until they are removed in town or at the gypsy caravan, a beneficial event occurs, or upon their death. Positive statuses stay with a character until the end of a story, an unfortunate event occurs or they are killed.

POSITIVE

**Blessed:** You have proven yourself virtuous and on the side of the Light. Gain +5 Might and ABSORPTION 1.

**Brave:** Your bravery transcends that of normal folk. Gain +1 NERVE and +1 Damage, allowing you to more easily purge the darkness from the world.

**Ethereal:** You are balanced between this world and the next, granting you ABSORPTION 2 vs. corporeal (non-ETHEREAL foes) and Snares. Full damage to ETHEREAL foes. Ignore Stride penalties.

**Faithful:** Your devout nature has given you the strength of will to prevail against those rallied against you! Gain +1 FAITH and +1 OCCULT.

**Favored:** Your good deeds have made an impression on the powers beyond the veil. You are granted +3 Max Vita and +1 to all skill checks.

**Fortified:** Your internal fortitude has proven effective against the evil shrouding the land. Gain +5 Defense and immunity to Infection.

**Lucky:** It seems that luck favors the foolish, and those who risk much to achieve their goals. Gain +1 TRICKERY and +1 to all search rolls.

**Perceptive:** Your keen eyes do not miss much, even in this land blanketed in perpetual gloom. Receive +1 AWARENESS and ignore Darkness penalties.

**Respected:** You have proven your willingness to stand up for the downtrodden of this land. Gain +1 SPEECH and +1 TRICKERY. See “The Wanted Condition” on page 21 for more details.

**Swift:** You are filled with a sense of urgency fueled by the desire to put a stop to the afflictions plaguing the land. Gain +1 Stride and +5 Defense.

NEGATIVE

**Bloodlust:** RESIST BONUS - FAITH
Gain +2 Damage, -2 SPEECH, -2 FAITH and -3 Max Vita. Allies receive -1 SPEECH due to your foul presence. See “Bloodlust” on page 21 for more details.

**Cursed:** RESIST BONUS - OCCULT
You have been afflicted by accursed misfortune. Your Max Vita is reduced by 4 and you receive -1 to all skill checks.

**Deranged:** RESIST BONUS - AWARENESS
Your mental control has been smashed, causing you to lose all focus. You cannot use Abilities that require Power Points. You cannot use Prayers or Rituals.

**Fractured:** RESIST BONUS - TRICKERY
Your body has been broken, impeding your fight against evil. Receive -10 Defense. You may only use one HAND item slot.

**Immobilized:** RESIST BONUS - TRICKERY
The forces around you prohibit your movement. Receive -10 Might. Pass ECOLOGY 5 at the start of each round or your Stride becomes 0. This status ends when combat is over.

**Lycanthropic:** RESIST BONUS - OCCULT
Gain +1 Damage, +1 Stride. Receive only half of coin awards. See “Lycanthropy” on page 21 for more details.

**Possessed:** RESIST BONUS - FAITH
You are possessed with a demonic presence. While adventuring and during combat, allies within AURA 1 of you lose 1 Vita at the start of each round.

**Sickened:** RESIST BONUS - ECOLOGY
A foul malaise has stricken you, reducing your effectiveness in combat. In an encounter, roll damage dice twice and take the worst result.

**Spooked:** RESIST BONUS - NERVE
Your confidence has been shattered. Receive -5 Might and -1 NERVE. Pass NERVE 5 at the end of any combat (one attempt each combat) to remove this status.

**Transformed:** RESIST BONUS - OCCULT
Your form has become unstable, morphing into strange mutations. You lose 1 HAND slot and cannot perform skill checks. If forced to make a skill check, you automatically fail.

Characters are constantly at risk of receiving negative statuses, whether by story events or when fighting creatures. When a character is about to receive a negative status, they are told what negative status is pending followed by a number, as shown in the following example:

- **Bloodlust:** RESIST BONUS - FAITH
  Gain +2 Damage, -2 SPEECH, -2 FAITH and -3 Max Vita. Allies receive -1 SPEECH due to your foul presence. See “Bloodlust” on page 21 for more details.

- **Cursed:** RESIST BONUS - OCCULT
  You have been afflicted by accursed misfortune. Your Max Vita is reduced by 4 and you receive -1 to all skill checks.

- **Deranged:** RESIST BONUS - AWARENESS
  Your mental control has been smashed, causing you to lose all focus. You cannot use Abilities that require Power Points. You cannot use Prayers or Rituals.

- **Fractured:** RESIST BONUS - TRICKERY
  Your body has been broken, impeding your fight against evil. Receive -10 Defense. You may only use one HAND item slot.

- **Immobilized:** RESIST BONUS - TRICKERY
  The forces around you prohibit your movement. Receive -10 Might. Pass ECOLOGY 5 at the start of each round or your Stride becomes 0. This status ends when combat is over.

- **Lycanthropic:** RESIST BONUS - OCCULT
  Gain +1 Damage, +1 Stride. Receive only half of coin awards. See “Lycanthropy” on page 21 for more details.

- **Possessed:** RESIST BONUS - FAITH
  You are possessed with a demonic presence. While adventuring and during combat, allies within AURA 1 of you lose 1 Vita at the start of each round.

- **Sickened:** RESIST BONUS - ECOLOGY
  A foul malaise has stricken you, reducing your effectiveness in combat. In an encounter, roll damage dice twice and take the worst result.

- **Spooked:** RESIST BONUS - NERVE
  Your confidence has been shattered. Receive -5 Might and -1 NERVE. Pass NERVE 5 at the end of any combat (one attempt each combat) to remove this status.

- **Transformed:** RESIST BONUS - OCCULT
  Your form has become unstable, morphing into strange mutations. You lose 1 HAND slot and cannot perform skill checks. If forced to make a skill check, you automatically fail.
A character is bitten by a Vampire and gains BLOODLUST 6. Before they receive this status, they have to attempt to resist its effects. At this point, the character finds the skill associated with BLOODLUST, which is FAITH. Roll a d10 and add the FAITH skill bonus. If the result is equal to or greater than the number shown, they do not gain the status.

For example, using the vampire attack above, the Witch Hunter is hit and must attempt to resist the status. He rolls a d10 and receive a 5, which is not enough to resist. But he gets to add his skill bonus to the roll. For BLOODLUST, the related skill is FAITH. The Witch Hunter has a +1 FAITH, so his total resist roll is 5 + 1 = 6, which is enough to avoid being affected by BLOODLUST.

**In addition:**
- If a negative status does not show a number, it cannot be resisted.
- If a creature or affliction is subject to a negative status, it is assumed that they have no bonuses, so they must roll the number specified and achieve greater than or equal to it.
- If a positive status is earned between stories, it remains in effect until the end of the next story, or is lost through game play.

**BLOODLUST**

If a character becomes affected by BLOODLUST, they receive the modifications shown in the status table. In addition:
- They receive an extra attack during encounters (Claws/1d4 Damage + DMG Bonus).
- When killed, they become a Vampire instead of a ghost. If this occurs while Adventuring, replace their character with a Vampire miniature (if all are in use, just keep the character’s mini). If on the World Map or during the story narrative, use the Open Road map and place all characters and the new Vampire in the center. The group must fight them to the death in encounter combat. Once the Bloodlusted character is killed, they immediately go to Limbo.
- A character who is affected by BLOODLUST is immune to the LYCANTHROPIIC status while they have BLOODLUST and vice versa.

**LYCANTHROPY**

If a character becomes cursed with LYCANTHROPY, they receive the modifications shown in the status table. In addition:
- They receive an extra attack during encounters (Claws/1d4 Damage + DMG Bonus).
- When a Moon icon appears (usually during Road Event cards), roll a d10. On 1-9, they must immediately skirmish with the group with a skirmish counter of 1. See “Character vs. Character Skirmishes” on page 19 for more details. On 0, become a Werewolf and skirmish to the death! Once they are killed, follow the rules for Single Character Death and they continue playing as a ghost character.

**Conditions**

The following are conditions unrelated to status effects. Any effect or ability that would remove or otherwise reference a status does not affect conditions.

**Infections**

If a character (does not affect ghosts) becomes SICKENED, there is a chance that they might become seriously ill.

Whenever you are SICKENED and gain the SICKENED status again, you gain an Infection token, but still retain the SICKENED status. If you receive 4 Infection tokens, you discard them, remove the SICKENED status and reduce your Max Vita by 1 permanently.

You may rid yourself of an Infection by visiting a town physician, or upon death.

**Corrosion**

Certain creatures and story-related events can cause a character to gain a Corrosion token (does not affect ghosts). The Corrosion token is numbered from 1 to 4. At the start of every round after you received it, you lose 1 Vita as an acidic substance burns you. To be rid of it, you have two choices:
- Let the Corrosion token do its work, damaging you for 4 rounds, for a total of 4 Vita, OR:
- Discard an Item to avoid damage. This can be done at any time while you have the token, including before you take any damage. However, once a point of Vita is lost, you cannot gain it back by discarding an Item.

For example, if you wait 2 rounds and lose 2 Vita, you can discard an item to prevent the loss of the remaining 2 Vita. However, you do not recover the 2 Vita already lost.

It is possible to have up to two Corrosion tokens at a time, and they act cumulatively. If a character already has two and is told to take a third, the oldest token is refreshed to 4 rounds.

Corrosion tokens are lost when a character dies.

**THE WANTED CONDITION**

A character may become WANTED because of some mishap while adventuring. Take the Wanted token and place it over the character’s portrait on the Character card. If the group has a WANTED character, they may enter towns, however the WANTED characters cannot take advantage of town services. They are still able to participate in story-related events. WANTED characters may not gain new Militia or Mission Companions. To remove the WANTED condition, affected character(s) must pay 10 Coins while at a town, at which point the token is removed.

The RESPECTED positive status cancels out the WANTED condition.

Effects are similar to statuses in that they have some special properties:

**Absorption:** When a target is affected by ABSORPTION #, then that target takes # less damage for each different attack that hits them. This does not include Snare damage unless specifically stated.

**Reduction:** When a target is affected by REDUCTION #, then they do # less damage for each successful attack they make.
ADVENTURING

When the story instructs you to setup an Adventure Map, you enter Adventuring mode. Your objective on the map is to complete the Primary and Optional Goals, and then leave the map via the Exit Zone or story instructions.

ADVENTURE TURN/ROUND

An adventure turn is the time that it takes for one character to complete their actions on an Adventure Map. An adventure round is the time it takes for all characters to complete their adventure turn. When an effect lasts “one round” it means until the end of a character/foe’s next adventure turn.

There are three phases in a adventuring turn, that occur in this order: Rest, Character Actions, Map/Leader Transition.

PHASE 1 : RESTING

Once per chapter, the current Leader may decide to have the group rest. See “Resting” on page 15 for more details.

PHASE 2 : CHARACTER ACTIONS

Character actions may be taken in any order during their turn. The Leader acts first, continuing with character to the left, until all characters have taken their turn. A character may hold their actions, but they then can act only after everyone else has had their turn. If multiple character hold their actions, the last one to do so acts last.

Move: The number of spaces a character can move is equal to their Stride. Moving diagonally only costs one Stride, as long as the connecting corners are not blocked by terrain. You may pause movement to perform other actions (such as searching), then continue moving.

Example #02
1. Invalid diagonal movement blocked by map terrain.
2. Valid orthogonal movement.

Interact/Search: There will be many opportunities to interact with points of interest on the map, or “map features”. A character may interact with only one feature per round and they must be adjacent to or occupying the same space in order to do so. Interactions include things such as opening a door, pulling a lever, or investigating a feature on the map by making a skill check. Interacting with features does not stop movement, and may be done during an encounter. If a story states that you must use your ACT to interact with a feature, the group must face it in encounter combat. If on the World Map, use the feature, and the group must face it in encounter combat. If on the World Map, use the location’s ACT to make the transition.

To begin the search, roll a d10. Unless otherwise specified by the story, the results of the roll are:

- 1-3: The character is hurt by a trap or natural hazard while investigating and receive 1d4 (SNARE) Damage.
- 4-7: The search turns out to be a waste of time and nothing occurs.
- 8-0: Success! The character can draw one card from the Item deck.

Item/Artifact, Abilities, Prayer/Ritual: A character may either activate an Item/Artifact, use an Ability or cast a Prayer/Ritual. Only one of these actions is allowed per round. Unlike in combat, an Ability cannot be used more than once per round.

PHASE 3 : MAP/LEADER TRANSITION

The Primary Goals of the map tell players how their characters can leave the map, or map transition. If told to transition via an Exit Zone, and all characters are within it, the Leader may transition to a new Adventure Map or continue narration. If there are 5 characters being played, only 4 have to be in the Exit Zone. Once a map transition occurs, put away the current map, pass the Leader token to the next character and continue the story. It is up to the current Leader to make the transition. If they decide to stay, then a new adventure round begins. A map transition cannot occur during combat, unless instructed otherwise or if the combat is an Optional Goal.

There are some cases where it is necessary to perform an action to make the Exit Zone accessible. For example, it might be hidden and characters must solve a puzzle to find it, or they must reach the Exit Zone before they die from a cave-in.

There is no backtracking. The new Leader sets up the next map (if applicable) as shown in the story instructions and completes any additional instructions for the new location, such as initiating combat, or making a skill roll. This is also true when entering an adventure location from the World Map. If the current Leader enters the adventure location, leadership passes to the next character.

For example, the Telepath is the Leader while on the World Map and she enters Elkra Pines on her move. She would not draw a Road/Off-Road Event card, but instead pass leadership to the next character. The new Leader would then read the Story Journal and setup the first Adventure Map.

TRACKING TOKENS

If the group collects Tracking tokens while adventuring, they are discarded whenever a map transition occurs, unless otherwise specified.

THE SLEEPING VAMPIRE

If the group stumbles upon a Sleeping Vampire, then it is necessary to make an attempt to stake it through the heart and kill it outright. When characters encounter a Sleeping Vampire, they must be adjacent to it and roll a d6:4+ to drive something sharp through its heart before it can awaken.

If the roll is successful, the vampire is destroyed. The character gains 8 Lore if a vampire is killed in this manner. If you possess a Wooden Stake at the time the attempt is made, add +1 to the die roll. If you fail, the vampire awakens and the group must face it in encounter combat. If on the World Map, use the Open Road Adventure Map (FC05A).

If you find more than one vampire in slumber in the same Adventure Map, the first can be destroyed on a d6:4+ roll. All additional vampires require a d6:5+. If you fail, you must face the remaining vampires in an encounter.
OCCUPIED MAP SPACES
Characters cannot move through walls, closed doors and portcullises or through objects that cover the map’s grid, such as trees and buildings. Likewise, a character cannot move through a space that not gridded or is MOSTLY (80%) occupied by an object, such as a tree stump, a large chest or a table. The following example shows which spaces can be occupied by characters, with the red-shaded areas being blocked by trees. If it is not clear if a space should be occupied, err on the side of allowing characters to occupy a square.

INTERACTING WITH BLOCKED FEATURES
Sight is blocked by objects that cover the gridding on a map, unless told otherwise within a story. You may not target (attack) foes that you do not have Sight (see “Sight” on page 27) to, nor interact with map features.

SNARES
A snare is a type of damage that characters may receive from a trap, natural hazard or some other unfortunate event. When you are hurt by a snare, you will be instructed to take SNARE damage, i.e. “Receive 1d4 (SNARE) Damage”. Certain characters may gain bonuses against SNARE damage, such as ABSORPTION 1, but most characters just treat SNARE damage as regular damage. Snears affect the character encountering them and any other character within range of them. The range is specified within the description, “SNARE #”, where # is the number of spaces from the character encountering it. “SNARE 1” would affect the character encountering the snare and any other characters adjacent to him. If a number is not shown, it only affects the person encountering it.

SPAWNING CREATURES
If instructed to spawn a creature mid-adventuring turn, an encounter is initiated immediately: 1) Roll First Strike, 2) Combatants takes turns as normal. See “Encounters” on page 23 for more details.

END OF A CHAPTER
When the story reaches the end of a chapter, the following actions should be completed before moving on to the next:
- UN-EXHAUST all Items, unless they have special UN-EXHAUST instructions.
- Discard all activated Items that have a duration effect of a chapter.
- Remove all KEEP IN PLAY events and discard them.
- Transition the Leader token to the next character.

ENCOUNTERS
Unlike skirmishes, which are quick abstract combat, encounters are full-fledged tactical combat using an Adventure Map. During an encounter, the Controller must complete the following before combat can start:
- Find the creatures in this encounter from the Creature deck and their associated miniatures and place them in an accessible area.
- Set up the foes’ Vita Tracker cards, one for each creature encountered. Use the top arrow when dealing with a single creature. For multiple creatures of the same type, place trackers on the subsequent arrows clockwise around the card.
- Make an entry for the creature(s) in the Encounter Record Sheet.

ENCOUNTER CREATURE CARD
Figures #30-31
1. Creature/Affliction Name.
2. Creature/Affliction Type.
3. Foe Tracker: Creatures may use up to 4 trackers/encounter, Afflictions will always be a single foe.
4. Might: Scales to the difficulty of the story being played.
6. Awards: Lore and Coins earned per player for each foe.
7. Combat Type: Melee or Ranged creature/affliction.
8. Special Power.
An act can be any ONE of the following:

1. CREATURE TYPES
   - Long since dead, these vile creatures have been brought back to some semblance of life, though are usually just the puppets and some darker force. Represented by gnashing vile teeth.
   - Same as during an adventuring turn. A character can trade items with an adjacent character.
   - No longer of this world, demonic creatures harken back to darker days of yore. Represented by a five-pointed star.
   - Mortal: Made from flesh and bone, consists of all men and beasts who still have their souls. Represented by a drop of blood.
   - Undead: Long since dead, these vile creatures have been brought back to some semblance of life, though are usually just the puppets and some darker force. Represented by gnashing vile teeth.
   - Nature: Old tales speak of trees that could walk and talk, sprites that would cultivate the lands in the wilderness before men walked this earth. These creatures are represented by a giant tree.
   - Occultist: Once mortal, they have sold their souls to dark lords and now do their nefarious biddings. Represented by a five-pointed star.
   - ShapeShifter: None knows where shapeshifters came from, not even themselves. Some can control it, others cannot. They are usually tortured souls who have been driven mad by what they have become. Represented by a Werewolf's head.
   - Undead:
     - represented by a ghostly figure.
     - Undead: Once mortal, they have sold their souls to dark lords and now do their nefarious biddings. Represented by gnashing vile teeth.
   - Shapeshifter: None knows where shapeshifters came from, not even themselves. Some can control it, others cannot. They are usually tortured souls who have been driven mad by what they have become. Represented by a Werewolf's head.

Figures #30-31 (continued)

10. Art: Creature/Affliction artwork.
12. Card ID Number.

AFFLICTION/CREATURE TYPES
Creatures and Afflictions come in various shapes and sizes. Each falls into one of these seven categories.

CHARACTER TURN
(See “Ghosts in Combat” on page 32 for ghost characters.)

The Leader acts first, continuing with the character to the left, until all characters have taken their turn. Characters may hold their actions as when adventuring. Each of the following actions may be taken once per encounter turn, in any order (with the exception of Equip/Trade):

- **Move:** Same as during an adventuring turn.
- **Act:** An act can be any ONE of the following:
  - **Attack a foe with equipped weapons.** Attacking ends any movement.
  - **Activate/exhaust an Item or Artifact.**
  - **Attempt to use a Prayer or Ritual.**
  - **Interact:** A character may interact with one feature on the map, such as a Search token or a skill check die.
  - **Use Summoned Allies/Companions:** If a character has a summoned ally (see “Summoning or Spawning During Combat” on page 27), it may act during that character’s turn. If you have a trained/armed Companion, you may have it attack in addition to your character’s attack.
  - **Consumable Items:** A character may use any number of consumable items that they have in their possession, such as a Bandage or Holy Water.
  - **Ability:** A character can use any of their Abilities during this phase. Some abilities allow you to use them outside of your turn.
  - **Equip/Trade:** A character can trade items with an adjacent character and adjust which items they have held in their hands. This can only be performed at the very end of their turn after all other actions.
CHARACTER MOVEMENT
A character may move through spaces occupied by other characters, but not through spaces occupied by foes. A character cannot stop their movement on an occupied space.

If a character moves into a space with water, they must immediately stop. On their next turn, they may continue through water at the rate of one space per round, including moving out of a water space. Those who are ETHEREAL ignore movement restrictions, such as with water. There may be other movement restrictions or effects within the story instructions.

ATTACKING
All character attack rolls are made by rolling a d10 and a d00 (the percentile dice), which produce a result between 01-100. The character declares a target to attack on his turn and then rolls both dice. Take the result and add the character's Might modifiers (which includes bonuses represented on their Character card), and bonuses from items, weapons, statuses, etc. Then compare this final number to the target's Defense value. If the result is greater than or equal to the Defense value of the creature, the target is hit. Damage is rolled as specified by the equipped weapon being used, and then the character's DMG Bonus and any additional damage bonuses are added to the total.

The damage is subtracted from the foe's current Vita. When a foe's Vita reaches zero, it is defeated, and its miniature is removed from the map.

Melee weapons can only be used against adjacent targets, unless they have a range specified on their card. Only weapons and items that are equipped should be placed on the right side of the Character card.

Two 1 HAND weapons or items can be equipped at a time (one weapon or item in each hand). When attacking, you must choose which weapon to use each round, applying the bonuses and effects of the chosen weapon only. You may also spend one Power Point to make an additional attack with the secondary weapon. Only the effects for this secondary weapon are usable in the second attack.

If a 2 HANDS weapon is held, no other items can be held as both hands are occupied. However, damage may be rolled twice and the larger of the two numbers will be used.

Ranged weapons can be used on any target that is within Sight (See “Sight” on page 27 for more details). If an item, such as a melee weapon, has a range specified on its card, use that as the range instead of the Sight rule, although attacks still cannot be made through obstacles.

If a character does not have a weapon equipped, they may still attack unarmed. The damage of a successful unarmed attack is the character's DMG bonus plus any other DMG bonus they have not related to a weapon.

For example, the Arcanist attacks a Werewolf that she is adjacent to. She rolls the percentile dice. The d10 shows an 8 and the d00 shows a 50, resulting in 58. After adding her weapon's modifiers, which in this case is a +4 Might for the Stiletto, and her own Might modifier, which is a +3, the final result is 65. The Defense of the Werewolf is 60, which results in a successful hit. The Arcanist then rolls the damage shown on the Stiletto, which is d4. She rolls a 3 and then adds her +2 DMG bonus, which means that the Werewolf loses 5 Vita. The Controller records this result using the Foe Vita Tracker.

DEVASTATING STRIKE & FAULT
If a character's attack roll results in a natural 100, they have performed a Devastating Strike. This means:

• They gain an extra Move and Act, OR
• They may recover all their Power Points

However, if a character rolls a natural 1 (attack roll with no modifiers), they experience a Fault which EXHAUSTS the weapon card (turn it sideways). This weapon is considered “broken” and unusable until it is repaired by a tinker in town. If a character has a Fault when not using a weapon, they may ACT but cannot attack during the next turn, including using Abilities that require an attack roll.

When you roll a Fault using an Artifact, it does not break, but is instead EXHAUSTED until the current combat is complete.

Ghosts gain 1d6 Ghost Points when they perform a Devastating Strike and lose 1 Ghost Point when they have a Fault.

EXHAUSTING ITEMS & ABILITIES
Some items and abilities can be “EXHAUSTED” to provide a special effect. When this happens, they are unusable until UN-EXHAUSTED, including all other benefits and bonuses noted on their card. When something is EXHAUSTED, turn its card sideways to denote this condition. All exhausted Items/Abilities/etc. are UN-EXHAUSTED when characters leave their current Adventure Map, unless noted otherwise.

BLOCKING ATTACKS WITH A SHIELD
Characters with equipped shields may EXHAUST them in order to block an attack made against them. They are considered “broken” and unusable until it is repaired by a tinker in town.

DYING IN COMBAT
If a character dies, their miniature is removed from the map and then they rise up with their ghost miniature in any free map space that is accessible and visible to characters. For example they cannot appear behind a closed door. Once placed, they can then take any allowable actions on their next turn.

If the Leader dies, combat order does not change even though leadership moves on to the next character. See “On Death and Dying” on page 32 for more details.

FOE TURN
Each foe encountered will take the following actions every turn, in this order. Afflictions act first, followed by creatures with the highest Vita. Creatures controlled by characters act after all other enemies have completed their turn.

MOVE:

• **Melee foes**: (denoted by the “sword” icon) move towards the closest character(s) during their turn. If multiple characters are equal distance from a creature, the Controller uses a targeting die to determine which character the foe attacks. If any characters are already adjacent to the melee enemy, they will not move. Melee foes have the following behaviors:
  • Will move to avoid any hazardous terrain or features, such as Flames, as long as they can reach a target.
  • If all targets are unreachable without landing on a hazardous space, they will do so, but will move to avoid it on future rounds if given an opportunity. They will also choose the “least” hazardous space if there is a choice.

• **Ranged enemies**: (denoted by the “arrow” icon) do not move unless a character is adjacent to them. If a ranged foe is adjacent to a character, it moves away from the characters up to their Stride, prior to attacking, with
the following behaviors:

- Moves as far as possible away from characters while keeping as many characters within Sight as possible.
- Avoids any hazardous terrain or features, such as Flames.
- If all characters are out of their Sight, ranged attackers will move up to their Stride towards the characters until they have Sight to as many as possible. See “Sight” on page 27.

Example #04

1. Ranged Stregha moves away at her Stride value (4) so that she is as far from characters as possible while keeping as many of them in her Sight.
2. Melee Dark Oak moves towards closet character.

For example, if a Stregha starts her encounter turn adjacent to a character, she will move 4 spaces away (Stride 4) so that she is as far from the group as possible while keeping the two characters within Sight.

TARGET AND ATTACK:

Once in their desired position, they will choose a target and then attack.

- Melee foes: Attack characters adjacent to them. If more than one target is within range, they will use a targeting die to choose their victim. Foes with 2" miniatures/tokens have REACH 2.
- Ranged foes: Attack characters at random, whether they are adjacent to a character or not. Use a targeting die to determine who will be attacked. See “Foe Attacks” on page 26 for details.

Foe Movement

Foes follow the same rules for movement as characters, however they can only move through spaces occupied by other foes and not through spaces occupied by characters. They may not end their movement on an occupied space.

Melee creatures will always move adjacent to their target, even if they have REACH (see Common Keywords section on page 38). They only exceptions would be if there is hazard in their way, such as a Flame token, or they are unable to reach them with their Stride.

Swarms behave a little differently... See “Swarms” on page 28 for more details.

Foe Attacks

For each of the creature's attacks, roll all the following dice all at once:

- The targeting die (see below).
- The attack dice (percentile dice). The white d10 is the Power Die, which determines a creature's attack power.
- The targeting die will determine which character is targeted for attack. The recommend dice include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Characters</th>
<th>Targeting Dice</th>
<th>Results (Char 1 / Char 2 / ... / Char 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>d4</td>
<td>1-2 / 3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>d6</td>
<td>1-2 / 3-4 / 5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>d4</td>
<td>1 / 2 / 3 / 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>d10</td>
<td>1-2 / 3-4 / 5-6 / 7-8 / 9-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, use a d6 for 3 characters, making character one targeted on roll of 1-2, character two on a 3-4 and character three on a 5-6.

The Controller rolls the attack dice to obtain a number between 01-100. If the result plus the creature's Might bonus is greater than or equal to the character's Defense, it is a hit.

Then look at the “Power Die”. Reference the creature's attack table to match the result of the die to determine what attack the creature makes. A roll of 0 on a Power Die equates to 10.

Example #05

If a creature's attack affects more than one character, the creature rolls once for its attack, but the attack roll result is compared to each character's Defense individually to see if it qualifies to hit their respective Defense value.

In one single roll of 3 dice (target die, d10, d00) for each creature attack, you can determine who is being hit with the targeting die and if the hit was successful with the attack die and finally which type of attack the creature made with the Power Die.

SPECIAL POWERS

All foes include special powers that must be followed during combat. These powers are independent of attack powers. Read a foe's Special Powers before beginning combat.

For example, if a Highwayman has an attack roll of 90 or more, they steal a random consumable item from their target if one is available.

Devastating Strike and Fault

If a foe's unmodified attack roll results in a 100, meaning the d10 dice shows a “0” and the d00 dice shows a “00”, they have performed a Devastating Strike.

After they complete the first attack, they must make another attack against a random character in range (melee foes) or Sight (ranged foes).

However, if a foe rolls a natural 1, meaning the d10 dice shows a “1” and the d00 dice shows “00”, they experience a Fault, which means they cannot attack their next turn, although they can still move. If they have remaining attacks during the current round, they may still use them.
GENERAL ENCOUNTER RULES

MISSING A TURN
If a character or foe loses their turn, lay their miniature on its side. After their missed turn has passed, put their miniature back upright to indicate that they can act during their next turn.

SIGHT
Sight is whether a character and foe can see one another in order to target an attack. Unless otherwise mentioned, any map feature that causes a space to be inaccessible for movement blocks sight for attacks (trees, walls, closed doors, etc.). This means that if the attacker cannot “see” the proposed target, then that is not an eligible target. If any corner of the attacker’s space can see any corner of the foe’s space, there is Sight. Characters and foes do not block Sight. When characters or foes can see one another, they are considered to be in Sight.

Example #06
1. Only the Witch Hunter has Sight on this creature.
2. Telepath & Exorcist have Sight on this creature.
3. All characters have Sight on this creature.

The Map Setup sections in a story will also identify Sight barriers that are not as obvious.

DARKNESS
Darkness decreases your effectiveness in combat. There are two ways that Darkness can occur:

Story instructions: In this situation, a Darkness token should be placed on the affected map(s). Any character on a map with the Darkness token is affected, unless they are carrying a Light Source.

Creature powers: This usually affects a single target with Darkness. Follow the directions on the Creature or Affliction card. Unless stated otherwise, the Darkness effect ends once combat is completed. An example of this is when one character becomes blinded.

Combats that occur in Darkness result in a -5 Might to all melee attacks and -10 Might to all ranged attacks. A character holding an equipped Light Source, such as a Torch, does not take these penalties. Darkness has no effect on foes or ghost characters.

AURAS
Some creatures (and characters!) can create aura effects, usually due to special instructions on their Creature card. Auras are usually barriers which cause damage or some other effect to adjacent characters. Auras affect characters at the start of their turn, and when they enter a space within the range of an aura. A character cannot be affected by the same aura more than once during their turn. Creatures are not affected by the aura of other creatures. Overlapping auras could cause additional damage as shown in the following example:

Example #07
1. Avenging Madman loses 2 Vita on his turn.
2. Archeologist loses 4 vita on his turn.
3. The Telepath is safe from the Aura’s until she enters a space adjacent to a Stregha.

Two Stregha attack the group. Because they form a Coven, they cause 2 damage to anyone within AURA 1. Based on the figure above, the Avenging Madman moves into the aura of the blue Stregha, so will lose 2 Vita each round he starts in, re-enters, or moves into this aura. The Archeologist is in range of two aura’s, meaning he will lose 4 Vita each turn. If the Telepath moves into a space adjacent to one of the Stregha, she will immediately lose 2 Vita. If she continues to move to another space adjacent to the same Stregha, she will not lose additional Vita. If she enters the aura of a different Stregha during her move, she will lose an additional 2 Vita.

SUMMONING OR SPAWNING DURING COMBAT
Some foes can summon allies to fight with them. There are also Abilities and Rituals that allow characters to do the same. When a creature is summoned (or when instructed to spawn a creature), the entity is immediately placed on the Adventure Map according to the instructions of the summons. If no location is specified, use the following placement rules:

• Creatures summoned by other creatures (“summoned enemy”) should be placed in any unoccupied space adjacent to the Leader.
• Creatures summoned by characters (“summoned ally”) may be in any unoccupied space within their Sight.
A summoned or spawned enemy acts the round after it is summoned, acting in order of Vita. A summoned ally acts during the turn of the character who summoned it.

Summoned allies are targeted by creatures as if they were characters. A summoner may not have more than one creature in play at any time. In addition, creatures summoned by characters disperse after combat (they are removed from play). Summoned creatures are not affected by Darkness.

When summoning a SWARM, they must be placed so they do not cover occupied spaces if possible.

CONTROLLING CREATURES

If a character has the opportunity to control a creature during its turn, they control all its actions and ignore normal AI. However, just like characters, attacking ends a creature's movement. Controlled creatures can act only after all other creatures and afflictions have acted.

SQUEEZING

Large foes are allowed to squeeze into spaces smaller than themselves as long as ¼ of their miniature or token is within a valid space. When they do, they receive a -5 Might and -5 Defense. A foe will squeeze only if there is no other way to reach their target, and they treat spaces they must squeeze into as hazardous. Sight is determined only from spaces that can normally be occupied.

Swarms have other behaviors and do not receive penalties.

SWARMS

Swarms are identified by the SWARM designator on their Creature card. They are represented by 2 inch tokens in encounter combat because they can share a space with their enemies. Anybody adjacent to or sharing a space with them is targeted. They make only one attack roll, which affects everyone.

Swarm behavior is as follows:

- They will move to occupy as many spaces containing their enemies as possible. Swarms may move through and occupy the same space as characters.
- They will squeeze into inaccessible areas in order to reach their enemies.
- Swarms will move through and occupy the same space as characters.
- They will not end their movement overlapping one another.
- Characters may not move through swarms.

1. The Bat Swarm squeezes into an area that it normally wouldn’t fit into.
2. Characters and creatures cannot enter this blocked terrain, but large creatures may partially enter, so long as ¼ of their miniature or token is on a valid space.

COVENS

Covens are formed when there are 2 or more Occultists active in combat. When this occurs, their Covens power, listed in the Special Power section of their Creature card, is in effect. Not all Occultists have Covens powers, but they will still participate in the creation of a coven.

Example #08

Example #09

1. Shows where Coven Effect is listed on Creature Cards.
2. Occultist Creature Type symbol, denoting that other Occultist creatures may join to activate a Coven, even if they have no coven power of their own.

FLAMES IN COMBAT

If a Flame token is placed on a map during combat, it remains until extinguished. Characters on or adjacent to a Flame may spend their Act to extinguish it.

If a character or foe enters or begins their turn in a space with a Flame (this includes when a Flame is created in somebody’s space), they lose 1d4 Vita. If you end your turn adjacent to a Flame, you lose 1 Vita.

Summoned foes cannot be placed in flames. Foes will always move out of and avoid Flame spaces where they will lose Vita. However, they will move through or even stay in a Flame if they have no other target, or if they are instructed to pursue a specific character.

Characters and foes cannot be affected by more than one source of flame at a time.

For example, if a Swarm is within two Flames, it only loses 1d4 Vita rather than 2d4. In addition, let’s say a Flame was within characters space, and another Flame was adjacent to him. He would ignore the adjacent Flame damage, and instead lose 1d4 Vita (i.e. the highest damage probability takes priority).

PUSHING

When an ability or foe power causes a PUSH #, the target is pushed # spaces away from the pusher. They lose 1d4 Vita and anyone impacted also loses 1d4 Vita. This is considered SNARE damage. Certain limitations apply based on obstacles in the path of movement. In the following examples, the Telepath uses the Psychokinesis ability to push a target 2 spaces. The target will land a maximum of 2 spaces away, but the effect of the ability will still affect...
Example #10-12
1. Target creature gets pushed beyond another creature in the path.
2. Second creature.
3. Ending location of the PUSH.
4. Target creature pushed 1 space away because the second creature blocks it from going further.
5. Ending location of the PUSH.
7. Target creature does not move due to no open spaces, but all creatures in path are still damaged.
8. Second creature.

If a character or creature can resist being moved due to an ability or benefit they received, they still receive the damage associated with the PUSH, unless it specifically states that they are immune to being pushed.

WINNING AN ENCOUNTER
After a successful combat, each character will:

**Coin:** Receive a coin reward for the foes defeated. The amount of the reward is determined by adding up the total coin value for all foes defeated.

*For example, the group defeats 3 creatures during one combat. Two of the creatures award 5 coins and the third awards 10 coins. All characters gain 20 coins.*

**Lore:** Receive the Lore award listed on the card. Keep track of how much Lore you have received and refer to the Lore Tree in the Character Booklets to see if you have enough to advance.

**Loot:** Search the dead for items. For every unique creature defeated (Werewolf, Stregha, etc.), each character rolls a d10 at the end of combat. On every d10:10+, they find an Item. Characters that have a search bonus, such as with the LUCKY status, can add modifiers to their rolls. Ghost characters may not loot.

If you fail or avoid an encounter, there are no rewards gained.
AWARDS

While adventuring, characters will be given various awards for defeating creatures, searching for treasure, discovering archaeological oddities, completing story objectives, and more. Not all awards are of a positive nature, such as some Story Markers. The main award types include Artifacts, Boons, Coins, Companions, Items, Lore, Prayers, Rituals, and Story Markers (some of these awards were covered earlier in this rulebook). Awards are randomly drawn, if appropriate, unless a specific name is referenced by the Story Journal. If a character is awarded specific Item by the Story Journal, and that Item is already in play with another character, make a note on the Character Record Sheet - both characters are considered to have that Item. If a character is awarded a specific Companion that is already in play, you instead receive 15 Coins.

ARTIFACTS

Items can be received as rewards and also purchased in towns. Types of items include Consumables, Protectives, Weapons, Enhancements and Artifacts. Artifacts are a more powerful version of Items. Artifacts can never be lost, stolen, or sold, though they can be traded among characters unless it states otherwise in the Artifact’s description.

COINS

Coins can be spent to purchase Items and to obtain services. They are usually gained during encounters and skirmishes, and by performing certain story-related tasks.

Companion Art.

COMPANIONS

Companions provide bonuses to a character during their adventures. Each character has two companion slots, allowing them to have up to two companions at any one time. Companions stay with a character until they are lost by an event, specific negative statuses or death.

BOON TOKENS

Boons are an award received during a story that give a one-time bonus or a much needed Item. They may be used during a character’s turn in combat or while adventuring. Boons are randomly chosen at the time the award is granted.

A character may only possess two Boons at any time. They are discarded after use.
A companion card may be discarded at any time, but never traded with another character. You may block an attack against you (or one source of damage, such as a Snare) by discarding a Companion (except Mission Companions).

All companion cards are unique, so if you are prompted to gain a Companion that is already in play, you instead receive 15 coins. When hiring a Companion in a town by drawing a random Companion card, the Leader goes first if they chose, then the remainder of the characters may hire in a clockwise fashion.

If your two Companion slots are full and you have the opportunity to hire another, or receive one through an event or story plot, you may either reject the new companion and gain 15 coins, or discard one in your possession to make room.

The following types of companions may be found in the game:

- **Animal**: Animal companions provide a character with a variety of bonuses, defenses and/or attack capabilities. To purchase, you must visit the Stables in town and randomly draw a card from the Animal companion deck.
- **Militia**: Militia companions provide bonuses to a character’s skills and combat abilities. To purchase, visit the Inn in town and randomly draw a card from the Militia companion deck.
- **Mission**: Mission companions are found while adventuring. They usually require you to rescue and/or escort them someplace. By doing this, characters can gain coins or status effects. They remain with a character until the mission objectives are completed or the character is killed. Mission companions do not have specific cards or abilities but they do take up a companion slot. They may not be sacrificed to avoid damage.
- **Special**: Special companion may join a character during certain story outcomes. Characters that become ghosts, or that are affected by BLOODLUST or LYCANTHROPIC statuses, lose their companions and may not gain new ones until the status is cured.

**Training**: Companions may be trained/armed in towns which allow them to attack during encounter combat, but not skirmishes. See “Character Turn” on page 24 for details on how Companions can be used in combat.

---

**L O R E**

Lore is passed onto characters by defeating mystical creatures, discovering knowledge of the occult, and learning more of the evil that is spreading across the land. It represents the knowledge gained while adventuring.

Lore awards from combat are given to EACH character, not divided up amongst them. You add up all the Lore values and award that for each character.

For example, if the group successfully encounters 3 Decaying Dead (reward for each is 10 Lore), each character would receive 30 Lore.

As characters accumulate Lore, they learn new powers and bonuses from their Lore Tree. Lore can also be sacrificed to cure supernatural statues, such as BLOODLUST and LYCANTHROPIC.

---

**S T O R Y  M A R K E R S**

Story markers are awarded at various points within a story. These markers can be positive or negative in nature, but that is not known until certain story milestones occur. Multiple Story Markers can be awarded during an adventure. Each of these markers are colored and will be referenced by the story.

For example, during an adventure, a character discovers an old journal discussing the nature of Vampires. The story will instruct the character draw the Red Story Marker. Later in the story, they encounter a Vampire affliction. The story states that whoever has the Red Story Marker will receive a +10 Might against the Affliction.

As mentioned, not all Story Markers are positive.

For example, a group finds a chalice filled with wine, and it tempts everyone to drink. If a character does, they recover 5 Vita and receive the Blue Story Marker. However, later in the adventure, the character that possess the Blue Story Marker becomes lethargic because the wine was drugged and they receive a -5 Defense and Might.
ON DEATH AND DYING

When a character reaches zero Vita, they are dead. That is not the end however. When a character “dies,” they play on as their ghost (See the Ghost Character below for more details). A ghostly silver cord connects the soul and the body. The silver cord stays intact unless your Ghost Points are reduced to zero before the physician in town can revive you. When Ghost Points drop to zero, the silver cord breaks and the ghost is moved to Limbo. Characters in Limbo may not participate in the game until brought back to life by the Gypsies, by certain character abilities, or by other special circumstances that can occur in the game. A group may elect to have a player whose character is in Limbo act as the Controller and Storyteller until their character is brought back to life.

GHOST CHARACTERS

Figure #36
1. Name: Name of the ghost character.
2. Ghost Power Cost: Powers can be ranged (two arrows) or melee (crossed swords) and require Ghost Points to be spent (the amount listed on the left) to use.
3. Ghost Power Text: Usable only in combat.
4. Ghost Art.
5. Ghost Attributes.
7. Defense: Same as a character.
8. Might: Same as a character.
9. DMG Bonus: Same as a character, except cannot use weapons unless said weapons are SPECTRAL.
10. Stride: Same as a character.
11. Ghost Point Tracker: Use the Power/Ghost Point Tracker to keep track of Ghost Points.
12. Special Status: Ghost have ETHEREAL status.
13. Card ID Number.

Ghosts are just shadows of what they are in life. Therefore, there are some significant restrictions placed upon them. Upon becoming a ghost, a character gains 10 Ghost Points, which acts in place of both Vita and Power Points. Ghost Points are reduced whenever you use a Ghost Power listed on the Character Card, when you receive damage due to an attack from a creature, or during special events that may occur.

A character in Ghost form may be targeted and hit by creatures, which drains their Ghost Points instead of Vita. Because they are ETHEREAL, they receive ABSORPTION 2 against corporeal (or non-ETHEREAL) foes, however receive full damage from other ETHEREAL enemies. Once all Ghost Points have been expended or lost, the ghost character is temporarily removed from the game and their miniature confined to Limbo, which is anywhere on top of their Character Card.

**Ghosts in Combat...**
- may not assume the Leader role
- do participate in combat
- may not interact with map features such as searching and opening doors
- may not perform skill checks (unless specifically instructed, with no bonuses)
- may not initiate a map transition
- can not use weapons or items unless they contain the SPECTRAL keyword
- are not affected by Stride penalties and map features that inhibit movement. This does not include doors, walls, portcullises, etc.
- do not receive Darkness penalties
- are not affected by Corrosion or Infection tokens
- do not receive new Items/Artifacts, or Prayers/Rituals
- are affected by Snares and story/event-related physical hazards, but any damage is reduced by 2 due to their ETHEREAL status
- do not receive physical rewards, such Items, Artifacts, Rituals, etc., although they still receive Coins and Lore.

Simply, the only character actions they can take is to Move, use Ghost Powers, and participate in combat. Keep in mind that Ghost characters still recover Ghost Points while resting, they just cannot initiate a rest because they never assume the Leader role.

See the “Ghosts in Combat” on page 32 for additional details.

GHOST POINTS AND POWERS

Ghosts are unable to use Abilities unless an Ability specifically states it. Instead they have Ghost Powers that require you to expend Ghost Points to activate them. Each power costs a specific amount of Ghost Points and can only be used while in Ghost form. Ghost Powers powers may be either melee or ranged, as specified on their Ghost Card. Like Abilities, you cannot add the DMG Bonus to Ghost Powers. A ghost can use each of their powers once during their turn, as long as they have enough Ghost Points to activate them. Be careful...if you run out of Ghost Points, your character goes to Limbo and is temporarily out of the game.

GHOSTS IN COMBAT

Ghosts can participate in encounters and can be targeted like any other character. The following actions can be taken by ghost characters:

**Move**: Same as living characters, however are not affected by Stride penalties and map features that inhibit movement. This does not include doors,
walls, portcullises, etc.

**Attack:** Same as living characters except since they cannot use most weapons (unless they possess one with a SPECTRAL keyword), their attacks only reduce a foe’s Vita by the amount of their DMG Bonus.

**Ghost Powers:** A ghost can use each of their powers once during per round, as long as they have enough Ghost Points to activate them. There is no restriction on when they may activate them during their turn.

> For example, a ghost may use a power, then move, then attack, and then activate another power.

**Abilities:** Some Abilities (within expansion content) allow ghosts to use them by spending their Ghost Points instead of Power Points. Like Ghost Powers, there is no restriction on when they may activate them during their turn.

Ghost Points act as Vita, so when a ghost is injured, it reduces its number of Ghost Points. Once their Ghost Points are depleted, the Ghost is sent to Limbo.

Foe powers that effect cause loss of Power Points are ignored. If a foe power reduces Vita, Ghost Points are reduced. Conditions that affect a character if they don’t have Power Points are ignored. Likewise, Ghosts cannot make skill checks or receive negative or positive statuses (except ETHEREAL). If a foe’s powers instruct a Ghost to make a skill check, they may ignore the check and the resulting outcomes unless it specifically says it can be made by a ghost.

If a living character dies during an encounter, they are removed from the Adventure Map. At the start of their next turn, they place their ghost miniature in any unoccupied space within Sight of their original position. They may then participate in combat as a ghost.

**SKIRMISHING WITH GHOSTS**

Ghosts participate in skirmishes like any other character with the following conditions:

- They may not use Ghost Powers.
- When they Defend, they disappear for combat until the start of their next turn, becoming untargetable.
- Ghost Points act as Vita, so when a ghost is injured, it reduces its number of Ghost Points. Once their Ghost Points are depleted, the ghost is sent to Limbo.

If a living character dies during a skirmish, they are removed from play during the remainder of combat. Once the fight is over, the character rejoins the game as a ghost.

**TOTAL GROUP DEATH**

If all characters die and become ghosts, the story stops and their bodies are eventually found by wandering Gypsies and returned to the nearest town’s gypsy caravan.

**The following steps should be taken:**

- Characters are revived with full Vita and Power Points.
- Each character loses one Item at random. Characters cannot lose Artifacts.
- All positive and negative statuses are lost.
- All Infection tokens are lost.
- Characters lose all Companions.
- Characters lose half their coins.
- All characters receive a random Tarot card.
- All Boons are lost.
- Character 1 becomes the Leader.

If the section of the story in which you die (following the encounter dialog box) does not contain instruction to follow if a Total Group Death occurs, place the group marker in the nearest town. You must travel back to the location of your death and continue the story, skipping the encounter, event, etc. that caused the group’s demise.

> For example, you just started the second chapter in a story and end up encountering a group of Vampires in Belvar Estate. Bad luck ensues and the entire party is slain. First you follow the instructions on Total Group Death (losing companions, items, drawing a Tarot card, etc.). Then you place the Group Marker at Waylin Point, which is the closest town and then travel the World Map back to Belvar Estate. From there, continue reading the story following the encounter.

On the other hand, if there are instructions concerning the group’s death, follow them within the story.

**LIMBO**

Limbo is the “place between worlds.” It is a dimension of lost souls that can no longer interact with the physical world. Dead characters that lose all of their Ghost Points are placed in Limbo. When a character enters Limbo, that character’s miniature should be taken off the map and placed on top of its Character card. See Single Character Death for more details.
GYPSY TAROT CARDS

The Hermit • 2
The Chariot • 3
Death • 4
The Hanged Man • 5
Judgement • 6
The Empress • 7
Wheel of Fortune • 8
The Fool • 9

Wrapping up a game

When players finally decide to wrap up game play, they may do one of the following:

- Record their belongings on their Character Record Sheet and package all components together in the game box.
- Keep ALL components that are associated with their character and package them together so they do not get mixed in with the others. When continuing play, players need only to unpack their character and refer to the next section of the Story Journal.

Playing between Stories

Following the Story Journal makes up the bulk of your experience in Folklore: The Affliction. However, there are still things you can do between the stories, such as (but not limited to) the following:

- Travel to the Church of the Crossroads to learn Abilities.
- Visit a town and stock up on needed supplies.
- See the physician about reviving ghost characters, or worse, the gypsies for help drawing an ally back from Limbo!
- Go to the Standing Stones to get a Tarot card removed.
- Play Folklore expansion content, such as Rumor cards.

If an event happens between stories that has a KEEP IN PLAY designation, it lasts until the next story starts.

All these things may be done during a story, but it may be more convenient to complete them after a story has been finished, or before the next begins.

Whenever you play between stories, you must still travel the World Map in order to reach your desired location, drawing Road/Off-Road Event as you go.

Advanced Rules

You may use these optional rules after you are familiar with the core rule set for Folklore: The Affliction. We recommend you ignore this section until you have played through at least the first two stories in the core game's Story Journal.

Abilities

Instead of using the provided starting Abilities for a character, you may instead choose your own Abilities with a total cost of 3 Ability Points. Keep in mind you still must have the allowable keyword to learn a specific ability.

Encounters

If you wish to enhance combat with additional tactical mechanics, you may use these optional rules.

Sight: For every ally or foes that blocks Sight to your target, you receive -5 Might. This affects characters only.

Defend: If you choose to pass on your Act, you defend your position and gain +10 Defense.

Expanded Lore Tree Progression

Once characters exceed the 1700 Lore limit of a character Lore’s Tree, every 300 Lore beyond, they will receive a bonus of their choice:

- +1 Ability Point or +1 Max Power Point
- +1 to Any Skill
- +5 Might or +5 Defense
- +2 Max Vita or +2 Ghost Points
- +1 to your DMG Bonus (available every 1200 Lore, beginning at 2900 Lore)

You cannot exceed 10 Power Points, 36 Vita, 20 Ghost Points or +5 in any one skill. These may increase with temporary bonuses.

For example, at 2000 Lore you make your first advanced Lore Tree selection. The next one occurs at 2300 Lore and so on.

Record Sheets

This rulebook contains photocopiable character and campaign record sheets. You may also download pdf’s of these sheets from www.greenbriergames.com/folklore_sheets. You may also use a blank sheet of paper, though we recommend using the record sheets for tracking progression and minutia between sessions.
CHARACTER RECORD SHEET
The character record sheet is for tracking a single character's progression throughout the game. Each character should have a sheet.

Figure #38-39
1. Characters Details: Name (name your character), Player name, Character(Arcanist, Madman, etc.), Character Focus (path chosen at start of game), Keywords(starting and gained)
2. Character # (circle your number at start of each session)
3. Attributes: Record base attribute number, and any item/ability or story bonuses to get a total.
5. Current Coins you have. Use pencil, you will be using this section often.
6. Current Lore: track each lore point you gain.
7. Conditional modifiers. Check off if any apply.
8. Statutes Positive, check off if you have a status for this story or not.
9. Statutes Negative, check off if you have a status for this story or not.
10. Equipped Items
11. Lore progression
12. Mystical Arts, if any
13. Companions if any
14. Consumable items
15. Player notes

SESSION RECORD SHEET
The session record sheet is for tracking a single session of game play. It is recommended to use one sheet per session, in case a player misses one.

Figure #40-41
1. Current Story Name
2. Start/End locations
3. Characters and which players used them. Record in character number order.
4. Session notes.
5. Triggered story moments
7. Link to download updated PDF's of the Session Sheet.
8. Encounter/skirmish record sheet to track creatures encountered and skirmished.
9. Affliction Tracker
10. Total Coins earned this session by the group (ignore individually earned coins)
11. Total Lore earned at end of session.
12. Other rewards earned this session.
**CHARACTER RECORD SHEET**

**Name:**

**Player:**

**Focus:**

**Keywords:**

**Attributes**

- **Vita**
  - Base
  - Items/Abilities
  - Mod
  - 

- **Power**
  - Base
  - Items/Abilities
  - Mod
  - 

- **Might**
  - Base
  - Items/Abilities
  - Mod
  - 

- **DMG**
  - Base
  - Items/Abilities
  - Mod
  - 

- **Defense**
  - Base
  - Items/Abilities
  - Mod
  - 

- **Stride**
  - Base
  - Items/Abilities
  - Mod
  - 

**Skills**

- **Archeology**
  - Knowledge and skill pertaining to things ancient and cultural.

- **Awareness**
  - How in-tuned your character is to their surroundings.

- **Ecology**
  - The character's knowledge of the world, environments, plants and animals.

- **Faith**
  - The character's spiritual strength, knowledge and willpower.

- **Nerve**
  - Bravery and overall ability to act in the face of terror.

- **Occult**
  - Knowledge and skill concerning subjects arcane and occult.

- **Speech**
  - The character's skill in linguistics, languages and negotiations.

- **Trickery**
  - The character's ability to perform actions that go unnoticed by others and to manipulate objects with dexterous movement.

**Conditions & Story Markers**

- **Infections**
  - 

- **Wanted**
  - No Town Services

- **Blue Marker**

- **Green Marker**

- **Red Marker**

- **Yellow Marker**

**Status' (Positive)**

- **Blessed**
  - +5 Might, Absorption 1

- **Brave**
  - +1 Nerve, +1 Damage

- **Ethereal**
  - Absorption 2 from Corporeal/Snares

- **Faithful**
  - +1 Faith, +1 Occult

- **Favored**
  - +3 Max Vita, +1 Skill Rolls

- **Fortified**
  - +5 Defense, No Infections

- **Lucky**
  - +1 Search, +1 Trickery

- **Perceptive**
  - +1 Awareness, No Darkness

- **Respected**
  - +1 Speech, +1 Trickery

**Status' (Negative)**

- **Bloodlust (Faith)**
  - +2 DMG, -2 Speech/Faith, -3 Max Vita

- **Cursed (Occult)**
  - -1 All skills, -4 Max Vita

- **Deranged (Awareness)**
  - No Abilities with PP, No Rituals/Prayers

- **Fractured (Trickery)**
  - -10 Might, Lose 1 Hand

- **Lycanthropic (Occult)**
  - +1 Damage, +1 Stride

- **Possessed (Faith)**
  - 1 Damage to Allies in AURA 1

- **Sickened (Ecology)**
  - Pick worst of two Damage rolls

- **Spooked (Nerve)**
  - -5 Might, -1 Nerve

- **Transformed (Occult)**
  - Lose 1 Hand, Fail all skill checks

**Current Story Name:**

- **Start Location**
  - (from previous session)

- **End Location**

**SESSION RECORD SHEET:**

(Use a new sheet for each time you play)

- **Date:**
  - /

- **Triggered Story Moments**

- **Story Decisions** (Moment/choice)
### ENCOUNTR/SKIRMISH RECORD SHEET:
(Track encounter/skirmish details so you can remember outcomes in future sessions)

#### Creatures Encountered (Skirmished):
- **Vita:**
- **Might:**
- **Defense:**
- **Coins:**
- **Lore:**
- **Notes:**

#### Afflictions Encountered:
- **Vita:**
- **Might:**
- **Defense:**
- **Coins:**
- **Lore:**
- **Notes:**

#### Other Awards:
- **Artifacts:**
- **Story Marks:**
- **Bonuses:**

---

### Equipped/Carried (Items & Artifacts):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand (right)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand (left)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring (right)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring (left)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Mystic Arts (Prayer/Rituals):
- **&:**
- **:**
- **:**
- **&:**

#### Consumable Items (tokens):
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**

#### Companions (Hired/Gained):
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**

#### Lore Progression (Track purchased Abilities & Lore Advancements):
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**

#### Player Notes (Journal):
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**
- **☐:**

---

**Total Coins:** (End of Session)
**Total Lore:** (End of Session)
Continue your journey through the world of Folklore: The Affliction with The Ed Greenwood Group’s expanding line of novels, short stories, and RPGs!

The Whispering Skull by Ed Greenwood
The Moon Empress by Justin William Cary
Between Two Evils by Shane Donovan
What Stirs in Raminov’s Wood by C.A. Jarrett

The dead rise, and the darkness stirs.

More Ed Greenwood Group Worlds to explore:

TheEdGreenwoodGroup.com

ZPOCALYPSE 2: DEFEND THE BURBS

It used to be all sidewalk chalk, lemonade stands, and block parties. Now the burbs are a bloodstained feeding ground covered in nuclear ash. It’s up to you to take back the suburban wasteland from hordes of mutated undead, and do whatever it takes to survive.

ASSEMBLE A SQUAD
Unite survivors of various talents and abilities.

EXPLORE AND SCAVENGE
Explore the neighborhood in search of allies and supplies.

FIGHT BACK THE HORDE!
Engage in cooperative and strategic miniature combat.

FORTIFY YOUR HOME
Tower Home defense: Craft traps, barricades and bombs.

PROGRESS THE STORY
Experience a harrowing and intense narrative campaign.

2-5 PLAYERS
2 HOURS
AGE 14+

www.greenbriergames.com/zpocalypse2